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The molecular basis of the internal circadian clocks that control

daily rhythms in almost all organisms has been characterized in

detail over the last 40+ years. These clocks are set by external

signals from the environment, allowing organisms to anticipate

daily events no matter the season. In order modulate behavior

and physiology, molecular clocks then regulate cellular

properties in order to communicate within networks of clock-

containing cells to generate particular outputs at specific times.

Here we review the current understanding of 1) how networks

of molecular clocks maintain robust, synchronized daily

oscillations; 2) how clock networks respond to changing

environmental conditions; and 3) how circuits of clock neurons

are organized to impose daily rhythms on behavior, focusing on

the latest developments from Drosophila and mice.
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Introduction
Having an accurate internal representation of time

appears an essential feature of life. Innumerable studies

have identified ‘circadian’ clocks in organisms from bac-

teria to fungi, plants and animals that run at 24 h even

when isolated from daily light:dark cycles. Under normal

conditions these endogenous clocks are set (entrained) by

the environment, so the clock tells the correct time as

seasons change, but remains robust enough to keep

accurate time from day to day. The advantage of having

an endogenous clock is thought to be to anticipate daily

environmental changes, and prepare accordingly - rein-

deer in the arctic switch off their internal clocks and lose

daily rhythms during the constant dark of winter or light

of summer [1], when there is no longer dawn or dusk to

anticipate.
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Although circadian rhythms have been studied since at

least the 18th century, the characterization of the molec-

ular basis of the clock began when Ron Konopka and

Seymour Benzer were searching for a complex behavior

controlled by a single gene, and eventually identified the

first three clock gene mutations, all in the period (per) gene

of Drosophila [2]. The reasons that circadian rhythms were

the first behavior shown to be controlled by a single gene

also explain why the clock been extensively studied ever

since: mutations of core clock genes produce easily quan-

tifiable phenotypes (for a behavior), either changing the

period of the clock from 24 h, or rendering animals

arrhythmic. Additionally, per and many other clock com-

ponents are non-essential genes, and produce few detri-

mental phenotypes outside the clock.

We now know most overt physiological rhythms across

phyla depend on transcription-translation feedback loops

(TTFL), where proteins repress their own RNA, estab-

lishing oscillations which are extended to 24 h through

regulation of transcription, translation, phosphorylation,

and degradation [3]. For the molecular clock to regulate

behavior and physiology, it must modify the cell in which

it oscillates, and communicate time of day information to

other cells within an organism. The transcription factors

at heart of TTFL can drive rhythmic transcription of

‘clock-controlled genes’, which alter cellular properties in

a time of day-dependent manner – for instance, driving

neurons to fire at specific times of day. Here we will

explore how networks of these clock-containing cells

impose circadian rhythms on an organism.

Neural circuits and clocks
Maintenance of phase relationships within the SCN

Unlike many other behaviors, circadian rhythms are pre-

dictable from day to day – the same neurons do the same

thing every day if external conditions remain the same, an

ideal system for studying neuronal communication. In

mammals, the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), 20 000

neurons at the base of the hypothalamus, is the ‘master

pacemaker’, controlling daily rhythms of behavior and

synchronizing clocks throughout the body. The SCN

receives a direct signal from the visual system and there-

fore is rapidly reset by light, but it takes longer for signals

released by the SCN to reset peripheral oscillators –

hence some of the symptoms of jet lag result from

desynchrony between the SCN that has entrained to a

new time zone, and the rest of the body that has not. The

light input pathway has recently been reviewed in [4]; in

total, �35 distinct brain regions directly project to the

SCN, and a further 48 connect within 2 or more synapses,

reviewed in Ref. [5].
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The SCN is often divided into ‘core’ and ‘shell’ regions-

based anatomy and the expression of the neuropeptides

Vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP, core) and Argenine

vasopressin (AVP, shell) [6] (Figure 1). Once the SCN is

entrained to a light cycle, it continues to oscillate in the

entrained phase for several days ex vivo, facilitating the

study of neural SCN networking using reporters of clock

gene transcription, protein expression, Ca2+ and cAMP.

When communication between SCN neurons is blocked,

through application of TTX [7], through neuronal disso-

ciation [8], or in the absence of VIP signaling [9], indi-

vidual SCN neurons continue to oscillate with multiple

different periods, thus coupling is essential for accurate
Figure 1
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Structure of the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN).

The SCN is divided into distinct regions based upon the expression of

VIP more ventrally, in the ‘core’ and AVP more dorsally, in the ‘shell’.

Core neurons innervate shell neurons, with the VIP receptor VIPR2

found in the shell, while the AVP receptor V1a is expressed across the

SCN, allowing bi-directional communication. Both VIP and AVP SCN

neurons are required for robust daily rhythms of behavior [69]. There is

functional heterogeneity of neuronal activity even within core and shell

neurons – for instance the neuropeptide Neuromedin S is expressed in

�20% of VIP and �30% of AVP neurons, and is required for SCN

coupling and normal circadian behavior [70]. A subset of VIPergic SCN

neurons also express gastrin-releasing peptide (GRP) and receive light

input via the retinohypothalamic tract (RHT), then transmit light

information to the rest of the SCN.
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and robust daily rhythms. Within individual neurons, a

daily rhythm in Ca2+ peaks �2.5 h in advance of clock-

driven transcriptional rhythms of Per1, followed �2 h later

by PER1 protein [10]. Ca2+ rhythms are also cell autono-

mous, driven by the clock and modulated by inputs from

the SCN network [11].

Networking establishes phase differences across the

SCN

Despite having identical molecular clocks in different

neurons, the phase of clock oscillations varies across the

SCN, with peak expression levels reached up to 8 h earlier

in more dorsal regions [7,12]. These phase differences are

a network property, and depend on G-protein mediated

regulation of cAMP [13], itself a core component of the

mammalian circadian clock [14] that acts to induce

expression through cAMP-response elements, as found

in the Per1 promoter [10]. VIP signals via Gs to increase

intracellular cAMP, ultimately changing clock phase in

neurons expressing VIPR2. As PER1 promotes SCN

neuron firing [15], this also results in SCN neurons firing

at different times of day. This is consistent with the long-

standing observation that the SCN is most electrically

active during the day [16], but individual SCN neurons

differ in terms of time or duration of electrical activity

[17,18]. SCN electrical activity correlates with sleep in

mice; as silencing the SCN with TTX causes mice to

become active [19], while activating VIP neurons inhibits

behavioral activity [20��], SCN electrical activity may

directly promote sleep.

Neural circuits and clocks – SCN plasticity

As seasons change the clock needs to be set (‘entrained’)

by day length, and this depends on photoperiod-induced

SCN plasticity (reviewed in Refs. [18,21]), with a broader

distribution of electrical phases of SCN neurons when

days are long, and consolidation under short days [22]. It

has long been known that exposure of young mice to days

longer or shorter than 24 h (22 h or 26 h t cycles) induces

‘aftereffects’, changes in behavioral free running period

that persist in constant conditions (usually darkness

(DD)). After exposure to altered t-cycles, the SCN

becomes polarized in terms of clock phase, with the

period of the core showing a positive correlation with

the period of the t-cycle (long or short) whereas the shell

shows an inverse relationship [23]. This plasticity

revealed by altered t-cycles is likely an exaggerated

response that normally deals with seasonal changes, as

entrainment to long days (>20 h light in a 24 h cycle) also

polarizes the SCN, with core leading the shell by �6 h

[12]. SCN polarization is a network property as physically

separating core and shell, adding TTX or the GABAA

antagonist gabazine restore the normal phase relationship

after t cycle exposure [23]. Recordings from SCN slices as

long day-induced polarization resets over time ex vivo,
suggest that GABAA and VIP promote coupling in a

polarized SCN, but opposes coupling in a non-polarized
www.sciencedirect.com
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SCN [12], consistent with the previously reported role of

GABA in promoting SCN desynchrony [24]. Although

SCN GABA is predominantly inhibitory, some more

dorsal SCN neurons are excited by GABA, and the

proportion these neurons increases as the ratio of the

Cl� co-transporters KCC2 and NKCC1 changes, switch-

ing GABA from inhibitory to excitatory as day length

increases [25], which may explain differences in GABA

function during polarization.

Aftereffects induced by t cycles depend on epigenetic

modifications within the SCN: changing day length alters

expression of genes associated with chromatin modifica-

tion resulting in global changes in DNA methylation, and

blocking DNA methlylation prevents aftereffects on free

running period [26], restoring SCN phase relationships

[23]. Presumably day length-dependent modifications of

methylation fine-tune the SCN clock to the precise

environmental conditions in which an organism finds

itself. Once the SCN has entrained to a new LD cycle

(a new season) it must ‘remember’ the season, rather than

immediately return to a steady state. One possibility is

that GABA/VIP signals ultimately alter methylation

within the SCN, forming a semi-permanent memory of

time of day, similar to observed changes in methylation

under changing seasons in the hamster hypothalamus

[27]. As behavioral aftereffects are only observed in young

mice, it is likely the SCN is more plastic during develop-

ment, allowing the SCN clock of a newborn mouse to be

precisely set to the environment in which it is likely to

spend the rest of its life.

Beyond the neurons: the role of glia in circadian time

keeping

The robust and self-sustained nature of pacemaker oscil-

lations is often regarded as a consequence of coupling

between SCN neurons. However, glia within the SCN

also make a major contribution as changing the period or

stopping the glial clock alters SCN rhythms and behavior

[28,29��,30]. In contrast to SCN neurons, SCN glia are

most metabolically active at night where they inhibit

SCN neuronal activity via glutamate [29��], with a func-

tional clock within SCN glia required for normal, rhyth-

mic GABA uptake [28]. Similarly, Drosophila glia are

required for normal activity of ‘master clock’ neurons

(defined below) [31], and a blood brain barrier rhythm

where permeability is higher at night [32]. As the struc-

ture and transport through the Drosophila blood brain

barrier is similar to mammals, this may have implications

for human health and treatment of disease where drugs

that target the brain may be more effective at specific

times of day [32].

Circadian neural circuits and behavior
Drosophila clock circuits

Communication between neurons allows the SCN to

contain multiple representations of time, respond to
www.sciencedirect.com 
and remember changing seasonal conditions, and func-

tion as an accurate timekeeper, delivering coherent sig-

nals to downstream cells. However, there are 20 000 SCN

neurons, making it difficult to precisely determine the

function of individual neuronal subsets. In Drosophila
there are just 150 clock neurons that display Ca2+ oscilla-

tions in five distinct phases in DD, despite having simi-

larly phased molecular clocks [33��]. Two of these popu-

lations of cells were previously identified as ‘Morning’

(M) and ‘Evening’ (E) cells based upon their roles in

promoting activity anticipating dawn and dusk respec-

tively [34,35], and the timing of M and E cell Ca2+ is

consistent with morning and evening activity; three other

populations of cells peak at different times, a network

property based upon neuropeptide signaling that allows a

clock circuit to send different outputs at different times of

day. Clock neuronal circuits must then signal to down-

stream targets in order to regulate behavior. In Drosophila,
clock neurons send circadian signals via neuropeptides to

impose rhythms on otherwise arrhythmic neurons, ulti-

mately regulating activity, and promoting robust behav-

ioral rhythms [36,37]. In mammals, where most neurons

have molecular clocks, similar relays could provide a

mechanism for promoting and spreading circadian syn-

chrony across the brain, or to transmit clock information to

motor control centers, regulating activity.

Drosophila M and E cells are required for seasonal adapta-

tion, supporting a model originally proposed for nocturnal

rodents [38].Overall, there isgreatsimilaritybetweenMcells

and the SCN: both act as ‘master pacemakers’, required for

24 h rhythms of behavior and setting the phase of other

neuronal clocks. M cells express the neuropeptide PDF,

the SCN VIP; VIP and PDF receptors are both GPCRs that

signal via Gs to induce cAMP, synchronize oscillations

between clock neurons and promote rhythmicity [39]. At

the cellular level, the morning firing of fly clock neurons

depends on clock-driven expression of NCA localization

factor-1, leading to depolarization in the morning via a

sodium leak channel Narrow Abdomen (NA), and silencing

by peak basal K+ current in the evening; the mammalian NA

homologue and daily anti-phase cycles of Na2+ and K+

currents also drive SCN firing rhythms [40]. Thus studying

networks of Drosophila clock neurons can reveal universal

mechanisms of circadian regulation, including daily sleep

wake cycles.

Clocks and sleep

Normal sleep patterns depend on the clock and the sleep

homeostat (sleep need), the two process model of sleep

[41]. Clock mutations or SCN ablation both disrupt the

rhythm of mammalian sleep and affect recovery after

sleep deprivation [42,43], a measure of the homeostat.

As enhanced Ca2+-dependent hyperpolarization increases

sleep duration, cell autonomous regulation of factors that

change intracellular Ca2+ throughout the brain by the

clock could also change the probability of entering or
Current Opinion in Physiology 2018, 5:109–116
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staying asleep in a time-dependent manner [44]. How-

ever, the mechanism by which the master clock and

homeostat interact remains unknown.

Drosophila also display periods of quiescence that respond

to stimulatory drugs, and sleep deprivation results in

sleep rebound, characteristics shared with mammalian

sleep [45]. Significant progress has been made in
Figure 2
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understanding circadian sleep regulation in flies, where

M and E cells promote activity at dawn and dusk respec-

tively, inhibiting sleep; a population of circadian DN1

neurons then release glutamate to inhibit M and E cells

and promote sleep at night and during a daily siesta

(Figure 2) [34,35,46�,47]. Wake promoting M cells are

then inhibited by GABA released from sleep promoting

neurons outside the clock circuit [48,49].
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Outputs from the SCN.

V = VIPergic A = AVPergic G = GRPergic.

Most SCN neuronal projections go to the SPZ. GABA released by the

SCN inhibits SPZ activity, causing it to fire in antiphase to the SCN.

The dorsal SPZ regulates body temperature, and the ventral SPZ is

required for sleep and locomotor activity rhythms. The VLPO likely lies

downstream of the SPZ, and promotes sleep. GABA signals from VIP

neurons also inhibit GABAergic SPZ neurons, imposing a rhythm on

the VMH and aggression.

AVPergic SCN neurons signal to the DMH to regulate sleep, and to

the OVLT, promoting water uptake before sleep. GRP signaling within

the GRP neurons that receive light inputs via the RHT is required for

contagious itch behavior.
Multiple brain structures have implicated to play a role in

sleep homeostasis in the fly [50,51,52,53��]. Of these, the

Fan Shaped body (FSB) is a prime candidate for conver-

gence of the clock and homeostat, as the FSB receives

projections from Lk receptor neurons that relay clock

signals [36] and also lies downstream of the EB, where

ring two neurons change firing from spiking to bursts in

response to sleep loss, acting as a bona fide sleep homeo-

stat [53��], promoting sleep via ExFl2 neurons that proj-

ect to the FSB (Figure 2) [54].

The circadian contribution to sleep therefore appears to

depend on the balance between neuronal excitation and

inhibition by different populations of clock neurons with

similarly phased molecular clocks signaling at different

times of day, and on signals from other neurons that

regulate clock neuronal activity, a pattern that could also

apply to mammals.

Mammalian clock circuits

The SCN is essential for circadian behavior as SCN abla-

tion renders rodents arrhythmic, while optogenetic activa-

tion of the SCN is sufficient to entrain behavior [55].

However,despite extensive studyofSCN neurons (Section

‘Neural circuits and clocks’ above), it is unclear how SCN

activity is translated into behavior. The SCN regulates

many daily events, including when we eat, sleep, wake

up, and are most mentally alert. Thus phase differences in

clock phase, neurotransmitter expression and activity

across the SCN may allow different SCN neurons to signal

to different brain regions regulating different behaviors at

different times of day. Recent experiments targeting-spe-

cific subsets of neurons have begun to reveal how subsets of

SCN neurons modulate behavior. Optogenetics has been

used to deliver physiologically relevant stimuli to VIPergic

SCN neurons, revealing that rapid burst firing by VIP

neurons is sufficient to entrain behavior and inhibit running

wheel activity in a time-specific manner [20��]. AVPergic

SCN neurons are electrically active during the late night

(�ZT21.5–23.5), when they promote water intake in

advance of daytime sleep onset through excitation of

OVLT thirst neurons, preventing dehydration at the end

of day sleep [56��]. Most surprisingly, GRPergic SCN

neurons are required for contagious itch behavior, becom-

ing activated and promoting scratching when a mouse

observes another mouse scratching [57�]. While there is

no evidence that this behavior is circadian, it is possible that

modulationof lightsensitivityofGRPneurons [that receive

light input from the RHT] within the SCN over the course

of the day affects this visual behavior.

Downstream of the SCN

Understanding circadian modulation of behavior ulti-

mately requires identification of brain regions targeted

by the SCN, and their function. The SCN directly

projects to �15 distinct brain regions [5], with the sub-

paraventricular zone (SPZ) immediately adjacent to the
www.sciencedirect.com 
SCN receiving most projections. The SPZ is inhibited by

GABA released by the SCN, so is most electrically active

during the night, when mice are active [58]. The SPZ

likely has several roles in relaying circadian information

around the brain (Figure 3). First, the SPZ is likely

upstream of the sleep promoting VLPO [59]; daytime

inhibition of the SPZ may be the first step in a relay

pathway promoting circadian regulation of sleep.

GABAergic neurons of the SPZ also receive GABA inputs

from VIPergic SCN neurons, and release GABA to inhibit

neurons within the VMH that inhibit aggression, resulting

in a rhythm of aggression in mice peaking around dawn

and dusk [60].

The DMH, which receives projections from SCN AVPer-

gic neurons [61] signals to orexin neurons to promote

wakefulness [62]; thus AVP neurons may both regulate

sleep timing and prepare an animal for sleep by driving

them to drink water at the end of the active phase
Current Opinion in Physiology 2018, 5:109–116
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[56��]. Like the SCN, the lateral habenula (LHb) receives

direct connections from the visual system and has intrin-

sic daily oscillations in electrical activity, which are

delayed in phase compared to the SCN. The LHb likely

also receives inputs from the SCN either directly via

prokinectin 2 and/or AVP-expressing SCN neurons, or

indirectly via the DMH. Suggested functions of the LHb

raise the possibility that the LHb and SCN work together

to regulate cognition, addiction, depression and sleep

[63]. Targets of the SCN with roles in energy metabolism

rather than behavior, and the role of AVP as a circadian

messenger molecule are reviewed in detail in [64].

Conclusions
In order for a ‘clock gene’ to generate daily circadian

rhythms in physiology, it must first change the properties

of the cell in which it finds itself. In the case of a neuron,

the molecular clock must regulate electrical activity,

driving it to fire at the correct time of day. This neuron

must then acts within a network of neurons (and astro-

cyctes) to generate unified time for an organism.

Approaching the clock at the cellular and circuit level

should lead to an understanding of aspects of circadian

timing that remain a mystery, including the interaction

between the homeostat and circadian clock. Eventually

we may even understand time memory (which is inde-

pendent of the SCN [65,66]), daily rhythms of food

anticipation (which do not require the circadian clock

[67]), or the dopaminergic oscillator, which generates

ultradian �4 h rhythms [68].
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